
What Heathrow Say – Background 
THE PEIR WAS CREATED ON THE BASIS OF ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING THE 

FINAL AIRSPACE DESIGN FOR EXPANSION

•PEIR uses indicative airspace designs from the ACP processes, including:

•‘snapshot’ of the range of options being considered by the ACP process as at 
Q4 2018

•‘baseline’ views of the two-runway airspace designs as of Q4 2018. 

•Together, these were used to define the range of “likely significant 
environmental effects” from the operation of the runways, based on the 

maturity of each airspace design at that stage. 

•The formal DCO submission in June 2020 will include an Environmental 
Statement (ES) containing an environmental impact assessment: 

•The ACP process will have moved on from the initial ACP snapshot 

•The ES will draw a new, more up to date, snapshot from each of the various 
ACPs as of Q4 2019 

•This will ensure that the DCO environmental assessment is even more robust 



WHERE ARE THEY IN THE CONSULTATION PROCESS?

1.Development Consent Order (DCO)  -three 

separate consultations have been held about 

the infrastructural changes needed for 

expansion, including runway operations.

Next step: DCO application submission in 2020

2.Airspace Change for Expansion –two sets 

of consultations have been held regarding 

airspace design principles and design 

envelopes. 

Next step: Flight path consultation in 2022 and 

final submission to CAA in 2023

3.Independent Parallel Approaches (IPA) –

two sets of consultations regarding design 

principles and design envelopes 

Next step: Flight path options consultation in 

2020 and final submission to CAA in 2021



What they’ve done recently- NOISE & ANNOYANCE WORKSHOP

•Day was split into two sessions

•Session 1 –independently facilitated presentations from 4 speakers covering the WHO guidelines 

and SONA study.
•Rainer Guski–covered WHO guidelines.

•Darren Rhodes –covered the SONA study.

•Charlotte Clark –set out how we plan to undertake our noise assessment with reference to both WHO and SONA. 

•Dave Gilbert –covered a community perspective on the WHO guidelines and SONA study highlighting concerns in relation to 

aviation policy.

•Session 2 –Internationally recognised expert panel “Question Time” independently chaired by 

ICCAN covering a range of noise and annoyance related questions.
•Stephen Turner 

•Ben Fenech 

•TrulsGjestland

•We had a number of pre-submitted questions to help theme the discussions as well as follow up 

questions from the floor.



Workshop outcomes and issues arising
3 learnings

• The combination of LAeq and intermittency or noise events gives better correlation with Annoyance
(from R Guski presentation at workshop)
• It was suggested that non acoustic factors can account for 30% of noise annoyance
• SoNA was undertaken in 2014 during the AC’s work; it was been argued this may have affected the
survey (although SoNA did not address areas that had experienced actual change)
Questions that have not been answered

• To what extent did the AC’s work affect SoNA and how much real airspace change does SoNA have
account for?
• Justification to set LOAEL at 51dB LAeq seems arbitrary. Why weren’t areas below considered?
• SoNA sampling issues about types of household and locations were not addressed in detail
• How can rewrites of SoNA during drafting, showing different conclusions, be explained?
• How can WHO and SoNA be reconciled?
Recommendations at workshop

• When asked at the noise workshop what one piece of research would help Stephen Turner
responded that he would repeat SoNA but start wider



Noise Annoyance – including intermittency improves

correlation
Data from ‘Survey of Noise Attitudes 2014: Aircraft CAP 1506, published 2017’ otherwise referred to as SONA
CNG Sept 2019

Rainer Guski showed better correlation with annoyance if intermittency is included – SoNA
data supports this position both LAeq and N> metrics correlate with annoyance.
Although communities believe LOAEL should be much lower if the Government set LOAEL
at 51dB LAeq then it should also set an N65 events level of around 25 events a day. The lower of 
either metric should define LOAEL.





What the Residents worry about?



What the residents think – what’s missing





What the consultants present



The Consultants have the best graphics!



What the residents think is missing



What the residents think is missing





In conclusion

• Its complicated and very technical

• Residents are a fabulous source of information

• Respite- what the Airport offers to give you relief from something you 
didn’t want in the first place!

• They haven’t thought it all through- ENVIRONMENT

• Not building the runway won’t make any difference

• ‘Selective’ data surveys/ source material etc= better outcomes for 
Airport

• Could be seen a NIMBY response to consultation- no winners !



If you’d like to know more…..
• https://www.heathrow.com/noise

https://www.heathrow.com/noise


From a residents perspective

• https://englefieldgreenactiongroup.com/

https://englefieldgreenactiongroup.com/

